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Abstract

Packaging waste collection systems are responsible to collect, within a geographic area, different types of
packaging materials (e.g. paper, glass and plastic/metal) that are disposed by the final consumer into
special bins. To sustain the recycling of packaging waste, collection process should be planned and
optimized effectively. This paper describes a capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP) arising at one
of the local municipality in Gaziantep, Turkey. The trucks are collecting the packaging waste from 76
different bins and then turning to the main depot. However, the current routes of the capacitated trucks are
planned without a scientific methodology. To find a better collection route, an integer programming
model is developed. Real distances between nodes are calculated with MapPoint. Due to size of the
problem, integer programming model can provide a feasible solution in a limited CPU time. To find an
alternative solution in a reasonable time, a geographic information system (GIS)-based solution approach
is applied. According to the obtained results, total traveled distance obtained by integer programming and
GIS-based approach is decreased by 29.22% and 36.41% comparing to the current routing plan.

Keywords – Vehicle routing problem, integer programming, case study, packaging waste.
1. Introduction

Managing waste is a major concern across the world due to its direct effect on the environment. Rapid urbanization
and every day human activities produce a large amount of waste from residential, commercial, or industrial areas all
over the world (Hannan et al. 2018). One of the important processes of waste management is collection of the waste
from the sources. To sustain aforementioned processes, all the operations should be taken into account scientifically.
For instance, picking up the trash from bins and shipping them to a recycling center can be modeled as a vehicle
routing problem (VRP).
The VRP is one of the most studied among the combinatorial optimization problems, due both to its practical
relevance and to its considerable difficulty. The VRP is concerned with the determination of the optimal routes used
by a set of vehicles, based at one or more depots, to serve a set of customers. Many additional requirements and
operational constraints are imposed on the route construction in practical applications of the VRP (Toth and Vigo,
2002; Baldacci et al. 2004).
In this study, we focused on waste collection VRP studies. For a review of methodological and case-study based
papers in waste collection VRP, the reader is referred to Han and Ponce-Cueto (2015). Investigated papers are
summarized below. Kim et al. (2006) addressed a real life waste collection VRP with time windows (VRPTW) with
consideration of multiple disposal trips and drivers’ lunch breaks. Benjamin and Beasley (2010) studied a waste
collection VRP with time windows, driver rest period and multiple disposal facilities. They applied tabu search and
variable neighborhood search algorithms to find an acceptable solution. Makan et al. (2011) considered a truck
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scheduling problem in the context of solid waste collection in the city of Azemmour. The main object of study is to
suggest a methodology for allocating trucks to the existing collection sites for minimizing cost and collecting of
waste. Buhrkal et al. (2012) studied the waste collection VRPTW which is concerned with finding cost optimal
routes for garbage trucks. They proposed an adaptive large neighborhood search algorithm for solving the problem.
Wy et al. (2013) introduced a roll on–roll off waste collection VRP involving large containers that accumulate huge
amounts of garbage at construction sites and shopping districts. A large neighborhood search based algorithm is
proposed. Bing et al. (2014) provided a decision support for the improvement of sustainable plastic waste collection
design considering VRP. A tabu search based solution approach is developed. A CVRP is solved to schedule solid
waste collection and route the optimization by Hannan et al. (2018). They developed a particle swarm optimization
(PSO) based solution approach. Tirkolaee et al. (2019) studied a multi-trip VRPTW specifically related to urban
waste collection. Since VRP belongs to NP-hard problems, an efficient simulated annealing is proposed to solve the
problem. A new variant of the waste collection VRP is addressed with the characteristics of full loads and multiple
trips of the collection vehicles and multiple demands of the garbage facilities by Zhang et al. (2020). A parallel
simulated annealing algorithm is developed to solve the problem.
In this paper, a CVRP to collect packaging waste arising at one of the local municipality in Gaziantep is studied. The
aim of the study is investigating the current collection plan, and providing a better collection plan. To do so, an
integer programming formulation is developed and applied. Due to NP-hardness of the problem, a feasible but time
consuming solution which is shorter than the current plan is obtained. To find an acceptable solution in a reasonable
time, a GIS-based solution approach is also applied.
With the above aim and objective, the paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 provided the applied integer
programming formulation. Section 3 describes the case study area and problem parameters. The results of the
mathematical model and GIS-based approach are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
this paper with future research directions.

2. Mathematical Model

Although there have been a variety of VRP types, we consider the static and deterministic basic version of the
problem, known as the CVRP. In the CVRP all the customers (namely bins) correspond to deliveries, the demands
(namely amount of waste) are deterministic, known in advance and may not be split, the vehicles are identical and
are based at a single central depot, only the capacity restrictions for the vehicles are imposed, and the objective is to
minimize the total cost needed to serve all the customers (bins) (Toth and Vigo, 2002). In our problem, the travel
distance between each pair of bins is the same in both directions, i.e., the resulting cost matrix is symmetric.
Let 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐴𝐴) be a graph where 𝑉𝑉 = {0, … . , 𝑛𝑛}a set of vertices representing packaging waste bins with the depot is
located at vertex 0, and 𝐴𝐴 is the set of arcs. With every arc (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗 is associated a non-negative distance matrix
𝐶𝐶 = 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . In addition, assume there are M available vehicles based at the depot. Each bin 𝑖𝑖 requires a supply of 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
units from depot 0 (we assume 𝑞𝑞0 = 0). A set of M identical vehicles of capacity Q is stationed at depot 0 and must
be used to supply the bin. Let 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗) be a binary variable equal to 1 if and only if arc (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) appears in the
optimal solution; and 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 is the temporary variable used for eliminating sub-tours. The integer programming
formulation of the CVRP is given below (Laporte, 1992):
Minimize
Subject to

∑(𝑖𝑖≠𝑗𝑗) 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∑𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1
∑𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1
∑𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖0 = 𝑀𝑀
∑𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥0𝑗𝑗 = 𝑀𝑀
𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 − 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 + 𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑄 − 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑄
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∈ {0,1}

∀𝑗𝑗
∀𝑗𝑗
∀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗(𝑖𝑖≠𝑗𝑗)
∀𝑖𝑖
∀𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑁

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

The objective function (Eq.1) aims at the shortest distance tours in which all demands of bins in the network are
met. In other words, the objective function is to minimize total collection distance. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure
that a bin is visited exactly once. Therefore, every bin is visited by not more than one. Constraint (4) guarantees that,
after visiting the last waste bin, the vehicle will reach the depot. Constraint (5) imposes that a vehicle must be depart
from the depot and the number of arrivals and departures to/from depot must be equal to the number of vehicles
used. Constraint (6) is the flow constraint that guarantees that the demand of each bin is satisfied considering the
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capacity of vehicles. Constraint (7) ensures that the vehicle capacity is never exceeded. Finally, Constraint (8) is the
sign constraint of binary variables.

3. Case Study

In this section, we present the results of the solution methods (integer programming and GIS-based approach) on a
case study arising in one of the local municipality in Gaziantep, Turkey. We will first describe the case study in
more detail, including the input data used, and then present the associated results obtained.

3.1 Study area and data

The collection process of packaging waste in Şehitkamil municipality of Gaziantep is considered as the study area
(Figure 1). The municipality of Şehitkamil is responsible to collect packaging waste from 76 different locations. 5
identical trucks are departing from the depot and collect the waste from bins then turning back to the depot. It must
be noted that all information about the problem is taken from the official website of packaging waste collection
system (http://www.mop.gen.tr/).

Figure 1. Study area
The trucks are shown in Figure 2(a) and have 7000kg of capacity. While one of the bins is shown in Figure 2(b),
monthly average waste (kg) of each bin is given in Table 1.

Figure 2. Truck with 7000kg capacity (a) and a bin (b)
Bin
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12

Capacity
750
850
680
620
280
300
300
290
280
280
270

Bin
L13
L14
L15
L16
L17
L18
L19
L20
L21
L22
L23

Capacity
280
300
300
430
500
290
600
600
580
590
650

Bin
L24
L25
L26
L27
L28
L29
L30
L31
L32
L33
L34

Table 1. Average waste amount in bins
Capacity
300
320
310
320
280
320
300
600
550
390
120

Bin
L35
L36
L37
L38
L39
L40
L41
L42
L43
L44
L45

Capacity
90
110
700
470
470
150
400
400
510
450
300

Bin
L46
L47
L48
L49
L50
L51
L52
L53
L54
L55
L56
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Capacity
470
300
520
200
250
200
600
250
300
330
500

Bin
L57
L58
L59
L60
L61
L62
L63
L64
L65
L66
L67

Capacity
220
230
260
250
230
310
350
380
310
600
230

Bin
L68
L69
L70
L71
L72
L73
L74
L75
L76
L77

Capacity
260
400
340
900
750
1000
600
700
800
1300
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The geographical locations of depot and 76 bins are shown in Figure 3. While depot is represented with L1, bins are
coded with L2 to L77. Real distances between nodes are calculated with MapPoint. The data (77𝑥𝑥77 distance
matrices) is available upon request.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of depot and bins
Packaging wastes are collected every week and the trucks are following the same route every day in the current plan.
The current routes of each truck are illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Current routes for waste collection
The management of the municipality is seeking to find a better way which can yield a shorter distance than the
current collection plan. The problem can be modeled as a CVRP with given data in this section. The results of the
integer programming and GIS-based solution approaches are given in following section.

4. Results and Discussion

The settings described above resulted in a problem with 6,005 variables, 5,855 constraints and 34,809 non-zero
elements. We took all of runs on a server with 3.00 GHz Intel Core processor and 2 GB of RAM. Due the size of the
problem, we put a time limit of 5 hours. Unfortunately, the model cannot find the optimal solution within the
permitted computation time. Obtained feasible solution yields 172.23km. The total length of the current routes was
243.36km. Although the obtained result is feasible, it reduces the total traveled distance by 29.22%. The improved
routes are shown in Figure 5. According to Figure 5, all bins are visited with a more balanced distribution.
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Figure 5. Routes obtained by IP solution
In addition to integer programming formulation, VRP tool of ESRI ArcGIS 12.0 Network Analyst is used. The
reason of using this tool is to find an acceptable solution in a reasonable time (less than 5 hours). VRP tool of ESRI
ArcGIS 12.0 Network Analyst uses a heuristic approach based on tabu search algorithm (Ozceylan et al. 2018).
Within ESRI ArcGIS 12.0 Network Analyst, the VRP solver starts by generating an origin-destination matrix of
shortest-path costs between all order and depot locations along the network. Using this cost matrix, it constructs an
initial solution by inserting the orders one at a time onto the most appropriate route. The initial solution is then
improved upon by re-sequencing the orders on each route, as well as moving orders from one route to another, and
exchanging orders between routes. The heuristics used in this process are based on a tabu search meta-heuristic and
are proprietary, but these have been under continual research and development in-house at ESRI for many years and
quickly yield good results. GIS-based solution approach is run on the same computer and produces a result of
154.76km (a feasible solution) total traveled distance in 10 seconds computation time. While the detailed
comparisons between the current and improved routes are given in Table 2, routes of 5 vehicles obtained by GISbased solution are illustrated in Figure 6. As can be seen from Table 2, the number of visited bins in each route in
each solution differs from each other. In the last column of Table 2 shows the capacity utilization rates of each
vehicle. It is clear to see that suggested two plans provide a more balanced distribution compared to the current plan.
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Table 2. Routes of current and improved systems
Vehicle Solution

1

Current
plan
IP result
GIS result

2

3

4

Current
plan
IP result
GIS result
Current
plan
IP result
GIS result
Current
plan
IP result
GIS result
Current
plan

5

IP result
GIS result

Visited # of
Bins

Capacity
Utilization Rate
(%)

17

100.00

11

82.00

17

97.14

L1→L19→L20→L21→L22→L23→L24→L25→L26→L27→L28→L29→L30→L1

12

73.86

L1→L27→L18→L15→L17→L16→L41→L77→L5→L48→L35→L38→L34→L31→L36→L4→L1
L1→L24→L2→L26→L25→L75→L20→L73→L23→L1
L1→L31→L32→L33→L34→L35→L36→L37→L38→L39→L40→L41→L42→L43→L44→L45→
L46→L47→L48→L1
L1→L49→L50→L69→L55→L56→L52→L53→L61→L54→L51→L70→L62→L60→L59→L68→
L57→L58→L64→L63→L66→L67→L65→L1
L1→L74→L15→L17→L16→L5→L46→L47→L39→L38→L35→L42→L77→L71→L1
L1→L49→L50→L51→L52→L53→L54→L55→L56→L57→L58→L59→L60→L61→L62→L63→
L64→L65→L66→L67→L68→L69→L70→L1
L1→L76→L13→L9→L12→L10→L11→L22→L73→L20→L74→L75→L14→L1
L1→L63→L64→L60→L59→L68→L58→L57→L56→L55→L69→L49→L50→L51→L61→L53→
L54→L52→L62→L70→L66→L67→L65→L1

15
8

96.43
66.14

18

100.00

22

100.00

13

97.71

22

100.00

12

85.57

22

100.00

7

86.43

16

96.29

16

99.29

Routes
L1→L2→L3→L4→L5→L6→L7→L8→L9→L10→L11→L12→L13→L14→L15→L16→L17→L18
→L1
L1→L6→L8→L7→L72→L21→L19→L25→L71→L2→L26→L23→L1
L1→L30→L29→L28→L76→L13→L9→L12→L10→L11→L22→L72→L19→L21→L8→L6→L7
→L14→L1

L1→L71→L72→L73→L74→L75→L76→L77→L1
L1→L29→L30→L28→L24→L42→L40→L46→L47→L39→L45→L43→L44→L33→L37→L32→
L3→L1
L1→L27→L3→L34→L36→L31→L32→L37→L33→L43→L44→L45→L40→L41→L48→L4→L1
8→L1
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Figure 6. Routes obtained by GIS-based solution
Current Plan

300

IP Solution

GIS-based Solution

243.36

Traveled distance (km)

250
200

172
154.76

150
100
50
0

063

51.85
018
21.52 21.91
Vehicle1

036
11.94

Vehicle2

43.05

27.81

Vehicle3

85.1

64.3
41.45
019

Vehicle4

036

29.19

Vehicle5

Total

Figure 7. Traveled distance comparison
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Comparison of three plans in terms of traveled distance is also shown in Figure 7. According to Figure 7, current
plan cannot provide a shorter distance for any vehicle. While IP solution produces better routes than GIS-based
solution for vehicle#1 and #4, the result of GIS-based solution is the best for rest of the vehicles. According to the
obtained results, total traveled distance obtained by IP solution and GIS-based solution is decreased by 29.22% and
36.41% comparing to the current routing plan.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates the collection process of packaging waste arising at one of the local municipality in
Gaziantep, Turkey. The municipal packaging waste collection is modeled as a CVRP. The studied problem includes
76 bins, 1 depot (recycling center) and capacitated identical trucks. After collecting the spatial data of nodes and
calculating the real distances, the current collection routes are analyzed. Then, the problem is run using integer
programming formulation (IP solution). Due to size of the problem, a feasible solution is obtained in 5 hours
computation time. To get an acceptable solution in a reasonable time, GIS-based solution approach which uses tabu
search is applied. Finally, among two suggested routes, GIS-based solution approach provides better results
regarding to both traveled distance and computation time indicators. These results show that the method we applied
can provide decision support for municipalities in choosing a collection method that is cost/distance saving. It must
be noted that obtained results are not optimal. We should point out that our interest does not lie in studying the
computational properties of the model, or investigating the complexities of solving the problem, but rather in
providing shorter routes for the municipality. Future work should focus on separate collection schemes for different
waste streams or exact solutions to find the optimal solution. In addition, a web-based dynamic scheduling and
routing systems be assessed in the near future.
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